I SPY SUMMER 2020 CHALLENGE

Find as many of the 100 items listed in this at-home and outdoors scavenger hunt and X them off as you go! You may not find them all, but find as many as you can by July 31. At the end, lay out your collection and write an “I Spy” rhyme for others to solve. If you want, you can send a picture and your rhyme to lkochik@rcls.org and watch for your picture challenge to be featured on the Library’s website! You can also check online to solve the I Spy challenges made by others! Good Luck and Happy Hunting!

[ 1 ] A Box, to keep your collection, of course!

**Mending/ sewing /crafting find:**

[ 3 ] Any *other* color button
[ 5 ] Piece of string
[ 6 ] Piece of yarn
[ 7 ] Piece of thread
[ 9 ] Bead
[ 10 ] Clothespin

**Only when it’s empty find:**

[ 12 ] Any color bottle cap (top from empty milk, juice, soda)
[ 13 ] And a white bottle cap
[ 14 ] A plastic ring (like from milk, salad dressing, soda)
[ 15 ] A UPC / barcode (the lines scanned at store checkout)
[ 16 ] Twist tie
[ 17 ] A price sticker
[ 18 ] Candy wrapper
[ 19 ] A return address label
[ 20 ] Used stamp
[ 21 ] Small plastic cup (like yogurt, pudding, jello or fruit snack. Be sure you wash it out well before saving it or...yuck!)

**Let’s go outside and find:**

[ 22 ] Small dark colored rock
[ 23 ] Small light colored rock
[ 24 ] Small smooth rock
[ 25 ] Small rock, with a flat side
[ 26 ] Dried up flower or weed
[ 27 ] Seed
[ 28 ] Leaf
[ 29 ] A straight stick
[ 30 ] A stick shaped like a Y
[ 31 ] A stick shaped like a T
[ 32 ] A stick shaped like a J

**Rainy day art or good junk mail catalog find:**

[ 33 ] Picture of a red flower
[ 34 ] Picture of a building
[ 35 ] Picture of an animal
[ 36 ] Picture of an animal that lives in water
[ 37 ] Picture of a bird
[ 38 ] Picture of a tree (from magazine, mailer, advert, or draw one!)
[ 39 ] Something that starts with the letter *R*
[ 40 ] ... the letter *E*
[ 41 ] ... the letter *A*
[ 42 ] ... the letter *D*

What’s that spell? **READ!**
**Desk and art supplies find:**
[43] Marker or Pen cap
[44] Envelope (used or junk mail is fine)
[45] Paper clip
[46] Rubber band
[47] Eraser
[48] crayon
[49] Ruler
[50] Pencil
[51] Sticker
[52] Bell (that jingles)
[53] Piece of paper
[54] An eye (googly-eye or a picture)

**Maybe the toy box will have:**
[55] LEGO brick (or any building piece)
[56] Small toy animal
[57] Marble
[58] Checker or chess piece
[59] A card from a game or deck
*(NOTE: Remember to put things back if you want to play!)*

**Maybe in the kitchen you’ll find:**
[60] Ziplock bag
[61] Plastic fork
[62] Plastic spoon
[63] Straw
[64] One piece uncooked pasta
[65] One dry bean
[66] Toothpick
[67] Magnet
[68] Paper bag (like brown lunch bag)

**Getting ready and go find:**
[69] Penny
[70] Dime
[71] Bobby pin or hair clip
[72] Band aid
[73] Q tip
[74] Cotton ball

**Who knows where you’ll find:**
[75] Sock
[76] A Nut (the kind you might eat, or find on the ground)
[77] Seashell
[78] Something shiny
[79] Something metal
[80] Something soft
[81] Something black
[82] Something orange
[83] Something yellow
[84] Something blue
[85] Something red
[86] Something green
[87] Something purple
[88] A triangle
[89] A star
[90] A circle
[91] A square
[92] Something hollow
[93] Receipt
[94] Bookmark
[95] Something special to you

**Hardware / tools / “fix it” find:**
[96] Piece of wire
[97] Phillips head screw (with + on top)
[98] Flathead screw (with — on top)
[99] Any kind of a hook
[100] Nail (to use a hammer, not on your finger!)
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